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0. INTRODUCTION

This paper is a description of the phonology, both seg-
mental and supra- segmental, of the latmul language. ^ The
material for this paper was collected in the village of
Brugnowi.^ Possibly the most interesting feature of the
phonology is the three vowel phonemes, their allophones, and
distribution of those allophones.

1. CHART OF PHONEMES

1.1. Vowels: High: /4/:

Mid:

Low:

[i], ti], [u], tu], [n], [i]

[e]. [el, [o], [o], ['el,

/a/: [Va], [a]

1.2. Consonants:

Front

Stops: /p/: [j^],
[pl»].

[p*], [pi

Fricatives: /h/: [fe]

Kasals: /m/: [ml

Resonants: /w/: [w]



2. 1. Allophones

2.1.1. High vowel /i/ has allophones: [i] before /y/ or
/n/, [i) after /y/ or /n/, Cul before /w/, [u] after /w/,
["^iJ before /y/ and not following a consonant, [i] else-
where. If a vowel occurs between /y/ and /w/ or between
/w/ and /y/, the consonant following the vowel determines
the environment. An example of this is: [yuwiyl /y4wiy/
^grass*.

Z.1.2. Mid vowel /o/ has allophones: [e] before /y/, /n/,
or /iy/, [el after /y/ or /n/, [ol before /w/, [ol after
/w/, I^el before /y/ and not following a consonant, [^ol
before /w/ and not following a consonant, [gl elsewhere.

2.1.3. Low vowel /a/ has allophones: [^a] not following a
consonant and Cal elsewhere. This phoneme is usually of
longer duration than the other vowel phonemes but there is
no contrast between [aJ and [a:].

2. 2. Contrasts. In the following examples, phonetic as
well as phonemic transcription will be used to illustrate
the unusual distribution of vowel phoneme allophones.

2.2.1. /i/ contrasts with /©/: [likonti] /likont4/ •it's
here*, Llikontol /likonto/ 'smoked meat', [ntuwl /nt4w/
•man', tntow] /ntew/ 'shrunken', [mp^riygsnti] /mpliygsnti/
'it fell down', [mp^feygonti] /mploygonti/ 'it is rotten'
(as fish).

2.2.2. /©/ contrasts with /a/: [marly] /mal4y/ 'rat',
Lmeriy] /mol4y/ 'mud flats', [kwol4nt4] /kwol4nt4/ 'he is
there without a reason', [kwaf4nt4] /kwal4nt4/ 'he is
sleeping', [gkayat'^] /nkayat/ 'floor', [yetuwr4nt4]
/yot4wl4nt4y/ 'they all walk'.

3. CONSONANT PHONEMES

The consonants of latmul are /p, t, k, fe, e, g, . m, n, n,

^» If y/ forming a two dimensional consonant system. The
one dimension is divided by place or articulation into
front, central and back. Front is labial, central ranges
from dental to alveo-palatal and back denotes the area
behind the alveo-palatal region. The other dimension is
divided by manner of articulation into stops, /p, t, k/;
fricatives, /b, a, ^; nasals, /m, n, n/; and resonants,
/w, 1, y/.
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3.1.1. The final stops of latmul have been described as,

"unreleased and in free variation with each other". There
is, in fact, a voiceless nasal release which is often hard
to detect. The release is homorganic with the stop as to

point of articulation: [p"*), [t'^l, and Ck?]. These phonetic

sequences of stop plus voiceless nasal have been interpreted
as allophones of the stops /p/, /t/, and /k/, occurring ut-

terance finally. The "variation" of final stops is often
conditioned. If a form with a final stop ia followed by a

form beginning with a stop or nasal- stop consonant sequence,
the final stop of the preceding form assimilates to the
point of articulation of the stop of the following form and
the nasal release is lost. For example: [ma^at^] /maat/
* small* becomes [ma'^^ak nk;ey] /maak nkoy/ 'small house/ and
Ima^ap mpop"*] /maap mpop/ 'small moon', but does not change
from its usual form in isolation in [ma*^at ntuwiy] /maat
nt4wiy/ 'small mountain'. The fluctuation on some stop
final forms when uttered in isolation reflects this assimi-
lating feature of final stops. However some stop final
forms of some speakers do show contrast between stops when
uttered in isolation. [mpQp®] /mpQp/ 'moon' and Lmpek^l

/lapek/ *pig' contrast /p/ and /k/ in final position.
[^aJMbset^J /aWrSot/ 'Sepik River' and I^ab4sok^J /al^sok/

'lagoon' contrast /t/ and /k/.

The utterance initial allophones are tp^], tt], and

[k^], the front and back stop being aspirated and the al-
lophone of the central stop interdental.

/p/ and /k/ are the only stops to occur before /I/ and
the allophones [p®] and Lk®] , stop with mid vowel off
glide, occurs in this position. These have not been inter-
preted as /kal/ or /p9l/ since other consonants establish a
CC pattern (see 4.1.1.) and because there is phonetic dis-
similarity between /pol/ as in /poliy/ 'waves' and /pi/ as
in /pl4wknaw4y/ 'place name'.

The norths [p] , Ctl, and Ckl occur in alj. other envi-
ronments.

3. 1. 3. Of the fricatives /b, s, jj/ only /fe/ has one alio-
phone, [fe]. /s/ has two allophones, Cs], slightly backed

and [b], retroflexed. These two fluctuate freely in all
environments, /g/ has allophones [^] and [g] which also
fluctuate freely.

3.1.3. Of the nasals, only /n/ has more than one allo-
phone. /m/ and /n/ have the allophones [m] and [R] re-
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spectively, /n/ has two allophones, [r|] velar occurring

contiguous to /k/ and Ln] alveolar occurring elsewhere. Ut-

terance finally Ln] and [q] may fluctuate. This final

position fluctuation is analogous to that of the final stops

except that [nl and [g] never contrast. Although /n/ does

contrast with /m/ and /n/ (see 3.2.3.), there is envi-

ronmentally determined fluctuation between all nasal
phonemes as with the stops. Only /in/ occurs preceding /p/
and only I Til occurs preceding /y/. For example: /Ian/

•husband* + /pit4/ 'he plucked' = /lam pit*/ 'husband
plucked' and /Ian/ + /y4nti/ 'he went' = /Ian y4nt4/ *hus-

band went'.

3.1.4. Of the resonants, /I/ has two allophones, [1] al-

veolar lateral vibrant and tr] alveolar flap. These two

allophones fluctuate freely. The other resonants, /w/ and

/y/f have one allophone each.

3. 3. Contrasts

a. 3.1. Stops contrast with each other: /p4t4/ 'he plucked',

/t4t4/ 'it broke', /k4t4/ 'it dried'. Also /p/ contrasts

with /V, /l^t4/ 'he cooked', /t/ contrasts with /I/,

/w4t4y/ 'they heard', /w414y/ 'a type of shell'. N con-

trasts with /g/, /k4k4ntal49©/ 'it's over there', /k4ft4n-

talig©/ 'There is food.', /k/ also contrasts with f^J,

[k^any] 'no', [k^akiy] 'mud'.

3.3.2. Fricatives contrast with each other: /aei/ 'shoot',

/a84/ 'eat', /ab4/ 'look'. Also /b/ contrasts with /w/:

/M^alo/ 'canoe', /waalo/ 'dog'.

3.2.3. Nasals contrast with each other: /m4na/ 'your' (male

singular), /n4na/ 'our' (plural), /a4na/ 'your' (feminine

singular).

3.2.4. Resonants contrast with each other: /14nt4/ 'he is',

/y4nt4/ 'he went', and /w4nt4/ 'hunger'.

4. DISTRIBUTION OP PHONEMES WITHIN THE SYLLABLE

4.1. The syllable of latmul may be defined as a peak of

sonority consisting of one vowel phoneme with optional non-

sonorous margins.

4.1.1. The margin preceding the peak may consist of a

single, a sequence of two, or a sequence of three consonant

phonemes. These sequences of consonants were considered as

sequences rather than complex phonemes mainly for economy of
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phonemes. An interpretation considering the sequences as

complex phonemes would simplify the syllable structure at

the expense of complicating the phoneme picture. This
alternate interpretation would be equally adequate.

Any of the twelve consonant phonemes may occur singly in

the preceding syllable margin (in the following examples,

[J will indicate syllable break), /p4.t4/ 'he plucked*,
/no.kG.t©/ •another', /mi.na/ 'breast', /si.jjat/ 'shall we
shoot?', /l^a.liy/ 'heavy', and /y4.wW 'I went'.

There are ten two- consonant sequences which may make up

the preceding margin: /mp/, /nt/, /nk/, /W» /fel/> /mV*
/pi/, /kw/, /kl/, and /te/. /mpi.la/ 'your' (dual), /nt4w/

•man', /nk4w/ 'water', /wa.a.few4y/ 'cloth', /ka.felsy/ 'bad',

/mw4k/ 'wind', /pl4w.mp9.14,8©.nt4/ 'it is underneath',
/kwa.nt4/ 'he slept', /kla.nt4/ 'he got', /ts9,99.14y/
•tongs'.

There are four three-consonant sequences which may make

up the preceding margin: /mpl/, /nkw/, /nkl/, /nts/.
/mplow.jjo.nW 'it is shrunken', /nkwa.loy/ 'wild bamboo',

/nkla»14/ 'she cried', /ntsa.nk4y/ 'wash!'.

#. 1. H. The syllable peak may consist of any one of the

three vowel phonemes. If there is a sequence of two vowels

there is always a syllable break between them. There are
three such sequences in latmul: /aa/ as in [k^a'^at'^l /ka.at/
mayfly', /aa/ as in [k^a'^ow] /ka.sw/ 'enemy', and /a4/ as

in Lk^a^iy] /ka4y/ 'no'.

If the syllable contains no margin preceding the pe&k.

the peak must consist of /a/, never /o/ or /4/. ['^awaJ

/a.wa/ 'yes'.

4.1.3. The margin following the peatk (following margin),

may consist of either a single consonant phoneme or a se-

quence of two consonant phonemes. The single consonants
which may occur as the following margin are: /p/, /t/, /k/,

/n/, /Vf /S/> /y/> and /w/. /m/ and /n/ occur only when a

following form begins with /p/ or /y/ (see 3.1.3.). /mpok/
'pig', /mpop/ 'moon', /afe4B9t/ 'Sepik River'; /man/ 'leg',

/''4y/ 'grass', /nk4w/ 'water'.
There are only two sequences of two consonants which may

occur as the following margin: /yt/, and /yk/. These
sequences occur very rarely. /ka,4yk/ 'shadow', /nkw9yt/
'type of vine'.

4.1.4. Syllable Types. The constituency of peak and
margins in all their possible combinations yields twelve
syllable types. Of these twelve types only ten have been



found to occur: V /a.wa/ 'yes', CV /si/ 'name', CCV /nta/
•something', CCCV /nkla/ 'type of tree', VC /ay/ 'go', CVC
/Ian/ 'husband', CCVC /mpan/ 'fish trap anchor', CCCVC
/nkw9t/ 'you all', VCC /ma.iyt/ 'rain'. CCVCC and CCCVCC
have not been found.

5. SUPRA-SEGMENTAL FEATURES

5.1. Stress, tone and length are not phonemically pertinent.
Stress is sometimes related to and predictable by the vowel:
/a/ is usually of greater intensity than either /V or /©/,
Loudness is not always concurrent with highest pitch of
intonation. There is no contrastive stress.

5.2. Pitch becomes important as intonation. The following
intonation data is not exhaustive.

Intonation shows contrast contiguous to pause in the
stream of speech. The main body of an utterance i6 usually
spoken with a level, dronelike intonation or a slight drop-
ping intonation, by steps, throughout the utterance.
Changes in intonational pitch coincide with syllable
boundaries, that is, a step from one pitch to another does
not occur except at a syllable break. There is one excep-
tion to this rule (see 5.2.5.). There are five intonation
contours that will be described.

5.2.1. Statement intonation occurs before a pause and is
characterized by a (3-4) drop on the final two syllables.
In this description numeral 4 will indicate lowest pitch and
1 will indicate highest.

5.2.2. Question intonation occurs before a final pause and
is characterized by a (3-1) rise on the final two syllables.
When a question word is used the question utterance ends
with statement intonation. A question without a question
word differs from a statement only by intonation. An ex-

.
^Z 2 3 4.

ample of this is: /td.mp© yo.nt*/ 'he already came',/,223i/ ,2222
/to.mp© yQ.nti/ did he already come?', and /a. nta. si. bi
3 4

ye.nti/ 'when did he come?'.

5.2.3. Recapitulation intonation occurs after a pause and
before a non- final pause and is characterized by a (3-i)
rise. This intonational contour occurs only on verb forms.

,222,3 4, ,313 4,
,

For example, /wa.a.lo kla.nt*/ /kla.nt* yo.ntV '(the) dog
got (it)' 'having gotten (it), he came'. The two occur-
rences of /klanti/ differ only by intonation which affects
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their grammatical function.

5.2.4. Sequence intonation has two variants, the one
characterized by a (2-1) rise occurs at the beginning of an
utterance and the other characterized by a {3-2) rise occiirs

following a pause between items in sequence. That is, the
first variant (2-1) occurs on the first item in a list while
the second (3-2) occurs on all subsequent items in the list.

,22132 3 4^,.. ,
t %

/wa.a.l© wa.ak y9.mp4k/ Mthe) dog and (the) crocodile
came*.

5.2.5. Bnphasis intonation usually occurs concurrent with a
short form which constitutes an entire utterance. It is
characterized by a tone 3 on the second to last syllable and
a 2-4 glide on the final ,syllable. An example of this is:

/ 9 i / . / ? 2""^/
/iMb.n*y/ 'eye* and /DHr.niy/ 'eye!*. The second utterance of
*eye' would normally be in response to a question such as,

•What did you say?*.

NOTES

1. This paper is based on data collected during 5 months
residence in the village of Brugnowi while working under the
auspices of the New Guinea branch of the Summer Institute of
Linguistics. Many informants were used ranging in age from

15 to 60 years. The data was organised during a linguistic
field study programme conducted by Eunice V. Pike at the

Summer Institute of Linguistics base in New Guinea from
February-March 19 63.

The name latmul was first used by Bateson (1932).

2. Laycock (see Capell 1962, p. 44) divided latmul into dia-

lects calling the dialect spoken at Brugnowi village Nayura.

3. op. cit.

Staalsen, Philip. 1966. "Ttie ptionemes of latmul." Linguistic Circle of Canberra

Publications A 7: 69-76.


